It is our firm belief that solving problems in the domain of computational linguistics (CL) can provide a set of metaphors or powerful ideas which are of great importance to many fields. We have taught several experimental classes to students from high schools and universities and s major part of our work was centered around problems dealing with language. We have set up an experimental Language Laboratory in which the students can explore existing computer programs, modify them, design new ones and implement them. The goal was that the student should gain a deeper understanding of language itself and that he/she should learn general and transferable problem solving skills. exercise in pattern matching and symbol manipulation, where certain keywords trigger a few prestored answers. It may also serve as an example for how little machinery is necessary to create the illusion of understanding.
[n our interdisciplinary research project (KLING eL el, 1977) we have tried to overcome these problems by providing opportunities for the student to explore powerful ideas in the context of non-trivial problems and by showing that the computer prescence can do much more for education than improve the delivery system for curricula established independently of it.
I. Introduction
Problem solving with the computer for the non-computer expert is slowly recognized as an important activity in our educational system. It is done best in a project-oriented course in which the student learns to solve problems in different domains.
In the past, activities of this sort have been centered around numerical problems, physics problems and the standard computer science problems (eg like writing a sorting procedure).
The state of the art
The relevance of problems from linguistics has been ignored. is not to learn a set of formal rules (eg about the syntax of a programming language), but to give them s world in which they could develop sufficient inside into the way they used language to allow the transposition of this self-knowledge into programs.
The students were exposed to different formalisms (primarily to LOGO, but also to LISP, ATNs, semantic networks, MICRO-PLANNER) and could explore the range of possible models which could be implemented in a cognitively efficient way with these formalisms. We tried to engage them in problems of moderate complexity (the students ware no researchern working full-time in a project) and we crested micro-verslons of programs by ommltlng feoturea which were not essential for a conceptual understanding.
5.~ P pw~rful ~dees
There is little doubt that we will be unable to solve the problems of coverage in our school and university subjects and of predicting whet specific knowledge our students will need in thirty or forty years. 
6) exploration of statistical properties of languages in the context of s wide variety of different language games (eg like designing the distribution of a Scrabble game, information content of vowels in different languages etc)
7)
general computational ideas (eg like backtracking, which is encounterd in parsing non-deterministc grammars and which could be applied to pattern matching and tree like data structures)
Pattern Matchinq-an example for the.deslqn 9nd implementation of s minirlsnquaqe
A matching capability can be a key element for many problem solving tasks involving the computer to make otherwise large, complicated efforts reachable. The following powerful ideas can be investigated in the context of this project:
I) incremental design: we can start with s pattern marcher which is basicly en EQUAL predicate.
The next steps could be: a membership predicate, s pattern with slots of fixed size, s pattern with slots of arbitrary size (which creates the need for back-up), the possibilty for simultanous assignment of matched elements to pattern variables, the restriction of matching by using predicates etc Z) the problem is ill-defineds the specification of the pattern marcher should be derived from the needs of using it to simplify problem solving tasks. A partial implementation can be an important help for a further specification or for a revision of already existing parts, ie the problem formulation is an important part of the problem solving process 3) definition of a new language layer: the pattern matcher can be used as a new language layer between the problem and the programming language and it can help to reduce the distance between the two. 4) glass-box approach: in many situations, we are primarily interested in using the pattern marcher.
But by making use of an already existing program the student is not confined to a black box (like it would be in CAI environment); at any time he/she can look inside the program, open it up, change it to his/her own needs etc. A prerequisite for a program to be a glass-box is that it is implemented in a formalism the student is familiar with. It ie an instance in the class of rule systems which we mentioned earlier. Another application of the pattern marcher would be to parse sentences in a language where the grammar is given. For this purpose we assume that the pattern may contain predicates (which ere marked by "<" and ">"):
TRUE
The following grammer may serve ss an example (it describes the language of st least one "O" followed by at least one "1"): We believe that our approach turned out to be very successful.
The students enjoyed working in our laboratory and they learned a lot about language as well as general problem solving snd programming skills. Especially students with little interest in mathematical problems were motivated by language-oriented applications. They could work in an active mode and investigate arbitrary formalisms and conjectures.
They could see that ideas from linguistics could help them to understand problems in other domains, which supports our hypothesis that problems from CL can serve as an entry point and as a transient object to the world of problem solving, programming end mathematics.
